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Fast Data Processing with Spark (Community Experience Distilled)Packt Publishing, 2013

	High-speed distributed computing made easy with Spark


	Overview

	
		Implement Spark's interactive shell to prototype distributed applications
	
		Deploy Spark jobs to various clusters such as Mesos, EC2, Chef, YARN, EMR, and so on
	
		Use Shark's SQL query-like syntax with...
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BeagleBone Home AutomationPackt Publishing, 2013

	The Internet of Things is now being taken up by tech corporations but this fantastic book brings you the DIY approach to home automation using BeagleBone. From dimming the lights to opening the garage door -- it's all here.


	Overview

	
		Practical approach to home automation using BeagleBone; starting from...
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Applied Data Science with Python and Jupyter: Use powerful industry-standard tools to unlock new, actionable insights from your dataPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Become the master player of data exploration by creating reproducible data processing pipelines, visualizations, and prediction models for your applications.

	
		Key Features

		
			Get up and running with the Jupyter ecosystem and some example datasets
	
			Learn about key machine...
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Vue 7: From The Ground UpFocal Press, 2009
Create lush terrains and atmospheres in Vue and enhance your knowledge of all the features in this software such as lighting, cameras, and Python scripting. Ami and Vladimir Chopine, from GeetAtPlay.com guide you through 17 stand-alone tutorials, each with a different focus on the key components of Vue. The companion website includes brand new...
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Head First Programming: A Learner's Guide to Programming Using the Python LanguageO'Reilly, 2009
Looking for a reliable way to learn how to program on your own, without being overwhelmed by confusing concepts? Head First Programming introduces the core concepts of writing computer programs -- variables, decisions, loops, functions, and objects -- which apply regardless of the programming language. This book offers concrete...
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Python Web Development with DjangoAddison Wesley, 2008

	Using the simple, robust, Python-based Django framework, you can build powerful Web solutions with remarkably few lines of code. In Python Web Development with Django®, three experienced Django and Python developers cover all the techniques, tools, and concepts you need to make the most of Django 1.0, including all the major...
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XML Programming: Web Applications and Web Services With JSP and ASPApress, 2002

	A fast-moving, concise introduction to XML technologies for all programmers, no matter what their programming language (Java, VB, VBScript, C, C++, Python, and JavaScript), with exercises and solutions in every chapter.


	This book is for programmers—people who are used to reading, writing, and

	debugging code. We assume that...
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The Self-Taught Programmer: The Definitive Guide to Programming ProfessionallyIndependent Publishers Group, 2017

	I am a self-taught programmer. After a year of self-study, I learned to program well enough to land a job as a software engineer II at eBay. Once I got there, I realized I was severely under-prepared. I was overwhelmed by the amount of things I needed to know but hadn't learned yet. My journey learning to program, and my experience at my...
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Practical Programming: An Introduction to Computer Science Using Python 3 (Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2013

	This book is for anyone who wants to understand computer programming. You'll learn to program in a language that' s used in millions of smartphones, tablets, and PCs. You'll code along with the book, writing programs to solve real-world problems as you learn the fundamentals of programming using Python 3. You'll learn about...
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Find the Bug : A Book of Incorrect ProgramsAddison Wesley, 2004
Bug hunting is  			an art, and you need to be a master. Get Find the Bug, and you'll become one. Long-time Microsoft programmer Adam Barr presents 50 programs, each with exactly one bug. Your assignment: ...
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PostgreSQL 9 Admin CookbookPackt Publishing, 2010

	PostgreSQL is a powerful, open source object-relational database system. An enterprise database, PostgreSQL includes features such as Multi-Version Concurrency Control (MVCC), point-in-time recovery, tablespaces, asynchronous replication, nested transactions (savepoints), online/hot backups, a sophisticated query planner/optimizer, and...
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Social Network Analysis for Startups: Finding connections on the social webO'Reilly, 2011

	
		Does your startup rely on social network analysis? This concise guide provides a statistical framework to help you identify social processes hidden among the tons of data now available.

	
		Social network analysis (SNA) is a discipline that predates Facebook and Twitter by 30 years. Through expert SNA researchers, you'll...
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